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2.2.1. Consonants

Table	2	displays	the	consonant	phoneme	inventory	of	Lampung.

Table	2.	Basic	consonant	phonemes	of	the	Lampungic	cluster

Labial Alveolar/Apical Palatal Velar Glottal

Stops /p/,	/b/ /t/,	/d/ /k/,	/g/ /ʔ/

Fricatives /s/,	(/z/)4 /r/ /h/

Affricates /c/,	/j/5

Nasals /m/ /n/ /ɲ/ /ŋ/

Liquids /l/

Semivowels /w/ /y/

Voiceless stops occur in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final position. Word-
final stops are generally unreleased. Voiced stops generally do not occur word-finally.

There	seems	to	be	only	moderate	evidence	for	a	phonemic	glottal	stop.
/r/	has	a	range	of	phonetic	realizations	but	is	most	often	a	velar	or	uvular	fricative	[x],	

[ɣ], [�], [�]. ��ere is minor disagreement �etween t�e two earlier p�onologies a�out /r/,�], [�]. ��ere is minor disagreement �etween t�e two earlier p�onologies a�out /r/,], [�]. ��ere is minor disagreement �etween t�e two earlier p�onologies a�out /r/, 
descri�ed as an apical trill �y A�durra�man and as a voiceless velar fricative �y Walker. 
Walker stated t�at t�is p�oneme (written as /x/ in 1976 and as /r/ in �is 1975 word 
lists) occurs in all major environments and is sometimes voiced intervocalically. Walker 
(1976:3) noted t�at [r] (apical trill) ‘occurs in unassimilated loanwords’ and alternates 
with	[x]	in	many	cases.

��e nasals occur in word-initial, word-medial and word-final positions, wit� t�e 
exception of /ɲ/, w�ic� does not occur word-finally.

/l/ occurs in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final position.
/w/ and /y/ occur word-initially and word-medially and, depending on one’s analysis, 

word-finally as part of dip�t�ongs discussed �elow. Bot� p�onemes occur word-medially 
in	positions	where	they	are	not	considered	as	transitions	from	[u]	and	[i]	respectively.

2.2.1.1. Gemination

Gemination,	particularly	consonant	gemination,	is	a	prominent	feature	in	Lampung.	
It	 is	 not	 easy	 to	 generalize	 except	 to	 say	 that	 gemination	 happens	 most	 frequently	 in	
Nyo,	less	so	but	still	frequently	in	Api,	and	almost	never	(at	least	as	we	and	others	have	
transcribed	it)	in	Komering.	Our	informants	often	did	not	agree	among	themselves	which	
lexemes	 exhibit	 gemination	 but	 one	 can	 see	 that	 the	 phenomenon	 as	 we	 documented	
it clusters around specific lexemes. Several cases eac� of gemination are recorded for 
every	consonant	in	medial	only	position	(either	between	vowels	or	as	part	of	a	consonant	
cluster) except /ɲ/, /ŋ/, /s/, /w/ and /y/. Gemination is most frequently associated wit� 
one of two related environments: 1) penultimate sc�wa; and 2) reduction of voiceless 
nasal-stop	clusters	to	the	stop	component.	In	this	case	other	vowels	are	in	some	isolects	
4	 /z/	only	occurs	in	loanwords.
5 In t�is paper, [c] and [j] are used to represent t�e IPA affricates [tʃ] and [dʒ] respectively.
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neutralized to sc�wa. Gemination t�erefore can �e significant for reconstruction. See t�e 
case	of	pǝkːul ‘roof’ (§4.2.9).

2.2.1.2. Metathesis

Metathesis	 seems	 to	 have	 been	 a	 fairly	 common	 process	 in	 Lampungic.	 From	 the	
correspondence	sets	can	be	counted	at	least	twenty	lexemes	in	which	metathesis	occurred	
in	one	or	more	of	the	Lampungic	isolects.	It	most	frequently	occurred	with	consonants,	
e.g.	*rihuʔ ‘cloud’ > hiruʔ	and	*gǝlar ‘name’ > gǝral,	but	also	with	vowels,	often	with	some	
fairly	complex	transformations,	e.g.	*siwa ‘nine’ > suay	and	*lahia ‘ginger’ > liha.	A	few	
instances of metat�esis can �e attri�uted to PLP; see §5.4.

2.2.2. Vowels

�a�le 3 displays t�e vowel and dip�t�ong p�onemes found in t�e Lampungic 
speech	varieties.

�a�le 3. Basic vowel and dip�t�ong p�onemes of t�e Lampungic cluster

Front		
unrounded

Central		
unrounded

Back	rounded

Close /i/ /u/

Mid (/e/) /ə/ (/o/)

Open /a/

Diphthongs /ay/	/aw/	/uy/

Abdurrahman	posits	the	phoneme	/o/	for	Komering.	However,	we	submit	that	most	
if	not	all	occurrences	of	[o]	in	Komering	can	be	more	accurately	analyzed	as	allophones	of	
/ə/. See §3.4.1 for more information.

Walker posits t�e p�oneme /e/ in addition to /i/ and /ə/ for Way Lima. Our 
preference, �owever, is to reanalyze most occurrences of [e] as allop�ones of /i/. Walker 
apparently did not preserve t�e distinction �etween [ə] and [e] in �is word lists, as �ot� 
phones	are	written	using	e.	In	addition,	the	examples	he	gives	in	his	phonology	for	/e/	are	
likely	all	borrowed	words.

Vowel	sequences	do	occur,	but	a	syllable	break	always	occurs	between	them	in	our	
data.	Such	sequences	are	distinguished	from	the	diphthongs	/aw/,	/ay/,	and	/uy/.

A	more	comprehensive	phonology	of	the	cluster	or	of	its	individual	speech	varieties	
is	beyond	the	scope	of	this	paper.	However,	the	reader	is	referred	to	the	above	works	or	
others	cited	in	Hanawalt	et	al.	(In	progress).

3. Proto-Lampungic phonology and subsequent sound changes

As previewed in §1.3 a�ove, various factors point to recognizing t�ree dialect 
areas: Lampung Api, Komering and Lampung Nyo. Rat�er t�an a strict lower-order 
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subgrouping	 of	 Lampungic	 varieties,	 I	 believe	 that	 the	 pattern	 of	 innovations	 seen	 in	
Lampung	is	indicative	of	a	dIALec� Ne�WORK evincing an uneven diffusion of features 
across a contiguous geograp�ical area. ��at �aving �een said, t�ere are significant sound 
changes	 which	 support	 these	 groupings,	 such	 as	 the	 realization	 of	 *ə	 in	 ultimate	 and	
penultimate environments, reflexes of vowels �efore medial NS clusters, reflexes of *h,	
sporadic	penultimate	high	vowel	lowering,	reduplication	patterns,	and	the	development	of	
dip�t�ongs from final open vowels. Ot�er sound c�anges eit�er crosscut t�ese groupings 
or	have	a	more	 limited	distribution,	 such	as	debuccalization,	vowel	 lowering	 in	closed	
final sylla�les, and reduction of medial consonant clusters. Ot�er sporadic c�anges w�ic� 
happen	broadly	throughout	the	LP	area,	such	as	gemination	and	metathesis,	have	already	
been	discussed	above.

Understanding	these	changes	is	not	only	important	for	dialectology,	but	is	also	crucial	
for	discriminating	between	inherited	vocabulary	and	loan	words.	Understanding	changes	
which	have	occurred	in	the	daughter	languages	is	also	precursor	to	the	presentation	of	PLP	
reconstructions and reflexes in §4.

3.1. PLP word structure and phonotactic constraints

The	most	common	PLP	word	form	was	a	disyllabic	CV.CVC	form	as	in	*bakas ‘man’. 
CV.CV	as	 in	*batu ‘stone’ was common as was cVc.cVc, (*canduŋ ‘mac�ete’) wit� t�e 
central	cluster	being	a	homorganic	nasal	and	consonant	at	the	syllable	break.	Other	less	
common reconstructed forms were:

V.CVC	(*aŋin ‘wind’)
CVC.CV	(*punti ‘�anana’)
CV.VC	(*buǝʔ ‘�air’); �ig�-�ig� or �ig�-low com�inations only
V.CV	(*asu ‘dog’)
CVC	(*bah ‘�elow’)
CV	(*di ‘in’); rare

There	may	have	been	other	patterns,	but	they	were	much	rarer	than	those	above.	
Onsets	 were	 typically	 maximized,	 although	 as	 shown	 above,	 V	 syllables	 did	 occur.	
cc patterns did not occur word-initially or word-finally. W�en t�ey occurred word-
medially,	 they	were	nearly	universally	a	nasal	 followed	by	a	homorganic	obstruent	
as	in	*punti	above.	The	only	evident	exceptions	to	this	pattern	were	for	reduplicated	
stems	 like	 *təktək ‘cut’ or originally polymorp�emic words like *raŋ-laya ‘road’. 
Monosyllabic	 forms	 also	 occurred	 as	 in	 the	 CV	 and	 CVC	 examples	 above,	 but	 they	
were few in num�er. ��ree and more sylla�les did occasionally occur; see �elow for 
additional	discussion.

3.1.1. Disallowed vowel sequences

PLP	disallowed	low-high	(e.g.	*a	+*u	or	*a	+	*i)	medial	vowel	sequences.	Instead,	
an	epenthetic	semivowel	homorganic	to	the	ultimate	vowel	(*w	or	*y)	was	inserted	and	
t�e final vowel neutralized to *ǝ.	See	Table	4.
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Table	4.	Disallowed	medial	vowel	sequences

gloss PMP medial	form PLP

‘far’ *ma-zauq **jauh *jawǝh

‘ot�er’ *laqin **lahin > **lain ?*layǝn

‘t�irsty’ **haus ?*hawǝs

‘sea’ *lahud ‘towards t�e sea’ **laut ?*lawǝt

3.1.2. Trisyllabic PLP lexemes

It is very difficult to o�tain conclusive sets of trisylla�ic etyma and t�us a clear 
picture	 of	 phonotactic	 constraints,	 if	 any,	 operating	 in	 the	 antepenultima.	 Lampung	
is	quite	 conservative,	 especially	 in	 terms	of	 retaining	consonants,	yet	 there	 is	 a	 strong	
pressure	towards	disyllabicity,	so	one	will	see	phenomena	like	PLP	*hatǝluy ‘egg’ > tahluy	
(including	metathesis).	It	is	rare	to	have	more	than	two	or	three	words	in	a	cognate	set	
which	 retain	 a	 consistent	 vowel	 in	 antepenultimate	 position.	 The	 pressures	 of	 historic	
processes in Lampung isolects t�erefore make it difficult to reconstruct antepenultimate 
vowels	 for	 Proto-Lampungic.	 If	 there	 were	 sets	 of	 trisyllabic	 etyma,	 they	 were	 often	
polymorphemic	which	 can	 confuse	 existing	phonotactics.	Nevertheless,	 all	 four	 vowels	
have	been	(sometimes	tenuously)	reconstructed	in	antepenultimate	position.

3.2. PLP consonant phoneme summary

Proto-Lampung	(PLP)	had	nineteen	consonant	phonemes	with	fairly	even	distribution.	
��e only difference in t�e inventory from �a�le 2 a�ove is t�e lack of t�e loan p�oneme 
/z/.	There	were	voiced	and	voiceless	labial,	apical,	velar	and	glottal	stops	and	a	pair	of	
voiced and voiceless palatal affricates. ��e voiced stops and affricates did not occur word-
finally, glottal stops occurred only in morp�eme-final position, and semivowels *w	and	*y	
were	restricted	to	medial	and	(in	the	case	of	*w)	initial	position.

There	was	a	full	set	of	nasals	 from	labial	to	velar	and	three	fricatives	which	were	
alveolar,	velar,	and	glottal.	The	velar	 fricative	was	voiced	by	default	(see	below	under	
*r	for	explanation)	while	the	alveolar	and	glottal	fricatives	were	voiceless.	There	was	an	
alveolar	liquid	and	also	two	semivowels.

Compared	 to	 their	 manifold	 expressions	 in	 Sumatran	 Malay	 (cf.	 McDowell	 and	
Ander�eck In progress), modern reflexes of p�onemes like *s,	 *h	 and	*r	 in	Lampungic	
are	remarkably	stable.	The	phoneme	*s	has	rarely	been	elided	or	weakened	to	h.	Even	in	
word-final position, t�e most dramatic t�ing t�at �as �appened to *r	in	most	Lampungic	
isolects	is	devoicing.	Only	in	Menggala	and	KAPend	do	we	see	frequent	elision	of	*r	or	
c�ange to a vowel dip�t�ong. See §3.4.3 and §3.4.4 for a discussion concerning *h,	which	
has	undergone	the	most	variation.

3.3. PLP vowel phoneme summary

PLP	had	four	vowel	phonemes	and	three	diphthongs.	The	vowels	had	a	balanced	distribution	
with	one	front	vowel,	two	central	vowels	and	one	back	vowel.	All	the	vowels	were	unrounded	
with	the	exception	of	the	back	vowel.	Table	5	gives	the	vowel	phonemes	reconstructed	for	PLP.
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Table	5.	Vowel	phonemes	of	PLP

Front	unrounded Central	
unrounded

Back		
rounded

Close *i *u

Mid *ǝ

Open *a

[Diphthongs	*aw,	*ay,	*uy]	

PLP	*a,	*i	and	*u	formed	the	nuclei	of	open	and	closed,	penultimate	and	ultimate	
syllables.

PLP	*ə occurred in t�e same environments �ut excluding final open sylla�les. (See 
§4.2.2 for a possi�le modern-day exception.)

Last	we	have	 three	diphthongs	*aw,	*ay	and	*uy t�at occurred only in word-final 
position (or occasionally stem-finally �ut word-medially).

See	above	for	a	discussion	on	vowels	in	antepenultimate	syllables.
In	 general	 one	 could	 say	 that	 ultimate	 closed	 vowels	 are	 more	 unstable	 in	 their	

reflexes t�an in penultimate or word-final position. Per�aps t�e most common vowel 
mutation	is	the	lowering	of	ultimate	high	vowels	in	nasalized	syllables	which	has	occurred	
sporadically in all isolects �ut most noticea�ly in Nyo (§4.2.4). Anot�er common mutation 
is	for	the	o reflex of ultimate *ǝ	to	be	raised	to	u.

3.4. Discussion of individual sound changes and dialect groupings

3.4.1. Realization of *ə in ultimate position

The	form	that	ultimate	*ə	has	taken	in	many	of	the	LP	speech	varieties	provides	a	
measure	on	which	to	make	a	large	dialect	grouping.	This	realization	of	*ə	in	the	ultimate	
sylla�le is demonstrated in �a�le 6.6

�a�le 6. examples of ultimate *ə > [o]

gloss PLP Melintin	(Nyo) Krui	(Api) KAAsli	(Komering)

‘eart�’ *tanəh tanəh tanoh tanoh

‘itc�’ *gatəl gatəl gatol gatol

‘sit’ *həjəŋ m-əjːəŋ m-əjoŋ m-ojoŋ

‘suck’ *hisəp isəp ŋ-isop hisoʔ

Ultimate	*ə > o consistently in t�e varieties s�own in Map 3, forming a c�ain from 
Kayu	Agung	in	the	north	curving	westward	and	ending	at	Kalianda	in	the	south.	This	chain	
includes t�e areas in Walker’s PESISIr	group,	plus	the	area	Jabung.

6	 For	the	purpose	of	clarity,	some	details	of	phonetic	transcription	have	been	omitted	from	the	
data	presented	in	these	and	following	examples.
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Our data s�ow t�at t�ree Nyo varieties sampled ex�i�it a related s�ift only in specific 
environments. In Menggala t�is c�ange follows a clear pattern: *ə	when	followed	by	oral	
consonants is reflected as ə; �efore non-oral consonants (/�/ and /ʔ/), *ə	 appears	 as	o.	
Sukadana s�ows t�e same split as Menggala, �ut in non-oral environments t�e reflex is a	
rat�er t�an Menggala’s o. Kota�umi (in Walker’s list) consistently s�ows a split in environment 
and reflexes identical to Sukadana. In Melintin t�ere is no split; all *ə are reflected as ə.	The	
first two examples in �a�le 7 s�ow t�e *ə reflex in environments �efore non-oral consonants; 
the	third	and	fourth	examples	are	in	an	environment	before	oral	consonants.

�a�le 7. examples of split ultimate *ə	realization	in	Nyo	areas

gloss PLP Melintin Sukadana Kota	Bumi	
(Walker)

Menggala

‘smoke’ *hasəp asəʔ asaʔ asaʔ asoʔ

‘near’ *parəʔ paʁəʔ paʁaʔ paʁaʔ paʁoʔ

‘�lack’ *harəŋ aʁəŋ aʁəŋ aʁəŋ aʁəŋ

‘sea’ ?*lawət lawət lawət lawət lawət

Interestingly, t�e Blam�angan Pagar (SIL’s KotaBumi) word list taken in 2005, w�ic� is 
approximately	ten	kilometers	from	the	city	of	Kota	Bumi	(and	was	considered	to	be	the	center	
of	the	same	speech	variety	by	the	locals)	shows	an	even	more	complex	split.	As	with	the	four	
isolects a�ove, �asically all of t�e Blam�angan Pagar oral environments reflect [ə]. But t�ere is 
an	additional	split	WI�hIN t�e non-oral environment conditioned �y t�e penultimate vowel; 
one could call it a dissimilation rule: if t�e penultimate vowel is ə,	the	ultimate	vowel	will	
�e reflected as [a]. Wit� ot�er vowels in t�e penult (i,	u	or	a), generally [ə] will appear. In 
p�onological notation, t�e pattern in Kota Bumi is somet�ing like t�is:

 /ǝ/ → [ǝ]/__c[+oral]#	
  → [ǝ]/V[-ə](c)__c[-oral]#	
  → [a]/V[+ə](c)__c[-oral]#

The	examples	in	Table	8	demonstrate	these	various	realizations.

Table	8.	Examples	of	ultimate	*ə	in	non-oral	environments	
in	Blambangan	Pagar	(KotaBumi)

gloss PLP Melintin Sukadana Blambangan	Pagar	
(KotaBumi)

‘smoke’ *hasəp asəʔ asaʔ asəʔ

‘eart�’ *tanǝh tanǝh tanah tanǝh

‘�usk of rice’ *huǝt — uaʔ uǝʔ

‘cut/�ack’ *pǝlǝʔ pǝlǝʔ — pǝlaʔ

‘�ungry’ *ma-bǝtǝh — bǝtah bǝtah
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3.4.2. Realization of penultimate *ə

Many varieties also display a uniformly different realization of *ə	 as	 o	 in	 the	
PENULTIMATE sylla�le, as demonstrated in �a�le 9.

�a�le 9. examples of penultimate *ə > [o]

gloss PLP Krui Kom-Adu KAPend KAAsli

‘sand’ *hənay həni honi honi honi

‘pestle’ *həlu həlu holu holu holu

‘worm’ *gələŋ gəloŋ goloŋg goloŋ goloŋ

‘six’ *ənem ənom nːom onom onom

‘tongue’ *əma mːa mːa ome ome

As s�own in Map 3, t�is c�ange �asically occurs in t�e varieties along t�e Komering 
River, from Adumanis downstream t�roug� �ot� Kayu Agung Asli (‘Native Kayu Agung’) 
and Kayu Agung Pendatang (‘Immigrant Kayu Agung’; Paku village). All remaining 
varieties retain /ə/.

Kom-Adu (Adumanis) and KomIlir (Pulau Gemantung) s�ow some transitional effects 
between	the	dialects	evincing	o	and	those	evincing	ə	in	penultimate	position	(see	Table	
6). W�ile t�ey reflect o	in	CVC	syllables	(e.g.	holu ‘pestle’ < *həlu),	in	VC	syllables	Kom-
Adu and occasionally KomIlir reflect ə	(most	frequently	represented	phonetically	by	ø	plus	
gemination	of	the	following	consonant,	e.g.	mːa ‘tongue’ < *əma).	Thus	KAAsli,	KAPend	
and,	to	some	extent,	KomIlir	are	the	clearest	witnesses	for	word-initial	*ə.

The	Krui	isolect	frequently	raises	penultimate	*ə	to	i,	e.g.	tilu ‘t�ree’ < *təlu.

3.4.3. Deletion of initial *h

There	are	two	main	clusters,	each	consisting	of	a	few	speech	varieties,	which	exhibit	
loss	of	*h at t�e �eginning of a word, as in �a�le 10.

�a�le 10. Word-initial *h	deletion

gloss PLP	 KomIlir Krui Menggala

‘�ead’ PMP	*qulu > PLP *hulu hulu ulu ulew

‘smoke’ PMP	*qasep > PLP *hasəp hasoʔ asoʔ asoʔ

One	group	exhibits	loss	of	initial	h in almost every instance. ��is first group includes t�e 
Nyo	group	plus	Jabung.	The	second	group	of	speech	varieties	that	elides	*h	does	so	only	part	
of	the	time	but	in	the	same	words	as	other	members	of	the	group.	This	group	could	be	labeled	
the	Krui	subgroup	of	Api	and	is	represented	by	the	data	points	of	ranau,	Sukau	and	Krui.	As	
Map	4	displays,	the	members	of	each	of	those	groups	share	close	geographic	proximity	one	
with	another.	Sporadic	loss	of	initial	*h	occurs	in	some	other	varieties	as	well.
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Map 3. Penultimate and ultimate *ə
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Map	4.	Initial	*h loss and final *h	fortition
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